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APPARATUS FOR TESTING THE OPERATION 'OF 
THE DEFROST SWITCH IN AN AIR 

CONDITIONING UNIT 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to testing apparatus for air con 
ditioning systems, particularly air conditioning systems 
mounted on railroad cars, as described, for example, in 
US. Pat. Nos. 3,486,241 and 3,694,925, assigned to 
the assignee of the present application, and to refriger 
ator cars utilizing an air conditioning system. The test 
system of the present invention is also applicable to air 
conditioned overland trucks and generally to industrial 
air conditioning systems. ' 

In nearly all air conditioning systems some defrost 
must occur from time to time. In many air conditioning 
systems the defrost cycle begins when the pressure dif 
ferential across the evaporator coil reaches a desired 
level. This pressure differential is utilized to activate a 
switch which turns off a fan causing air to pass through 
the evaporator or may close a door preventing air to 
pass over the evaporator. The switch also may activate 
a heater to melt ice which may have accumulated dur 
ing the previous cooling and dehumidifying cycle. 

It is very important that this switch operate properly; 
otherwise the air conditioning unit may freeze up, large 
amounts of ice may develop on the tins of the evapora 
tor and shut off all passageways through the evapora 
tor. In this event, there is no air conditioning provided 
to the lading and lading damage is likely to result, par 
ticularly in the case of perishable lading. The air condi 
tioning unit also may be damaged. In noisy installation 
environments it is particularly difficult to determine if 
the switch is operating properly because it is often diffi 
cult to hear the switch click. 
Therefore it is desirable that there be a reliable test 

to insure that this switch is operating properly. 
It therefore is an object of the present invention to 

provide a test apparatus to determine if the defrost 
switch in an air conditioning unit is operating properly. 

It is another object of the present invention to pro 
vide a test apparatus for testing the defrost air switch 
in which the pressure at which the switch operates .can 
be determined with close accuracy. 

It is another object of the present invention to pro 
vide a test apparatus which will clearly indicate the 
proper operation of the defrost switch in noisy environ 
ments. 

It is another object of the present invention to pro 
vide a defrost air switch apparatus which is inexpensive 
and simple to manufacture and assemble. 
Other objects will be apparent from the following de 

scription and drawings. ’ 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention is an improvement in air con 
ditioning system, and comprises apparatus for testing 
the defrost switch in the air conditioning system. The 
apparatus comprises a pressure reservoir, means for 
?lling the reservoir with ?uid pressure, a pressure 
gauge, conduit means connecting the reservoir with the 
pressure gauge and with the defrost switch, and means 
such as a light or‘ horn indicating successful operation 
of the defrost switch. Successful operation of the switch 
is clearly indicated by the light or horn even in noisy in 
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2 
stallation environments, and the pressure at which the 
switch operates can be read on. the pressure gauge. 

THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. I is a schematic view of an air conditioning sys 
tem to which the testing apparatus of the present inven 
tion is applicable; 
FIG. 2 is a schematic illustration of the defrost air 

switch with the air switch testing apparatus of the pres 
ent invention attached thereto; 
FIG. 3 is a schematic illustration of the defrost air 

switch showing the position of a movable member at 
the time the defrost cycle is initiated. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The cooling and dehumidifying portion of a conven~ 
tional air conditioning system is the evaporator. In FIG. 
1, the evaporator 10 is provided with a coil 12 for cir 
culating refrigerant ?uid. The coil 12 may be provided 
with means for insuring contact with the air for heat ex 
change purposes, for example, a plurality of fins 14. 
The evaporator is further provided with one or more air 
inlets l6 and air outlets 18. Air to be cooled and dehu 
midified passes through the inlet 16 and contacts some 
of the heat exchange means 14. The liquid passing 
through the coil 12 cools the air and results in the con 
densation of water on the fins and on the coil. During 
this process the the liquid refrigerant is heated and at 
the end portion of the evaporator becomes a gas. One 
of the most common refrigerants comprises mono 
fluero, trichloro methane (MFf CM). The gaseous re 
frigerant exists from the evaporator through one or 
more conduits 20 and passes to a compressor 22. In the 
compressor the gas is compressed and the temperature 
of the gas is increased. From the compressor the gas 
passes through a conduit(s) 24 to a condensor 26 
wherein the gas is cooled to the liquid state usually with 
substantially no change in pressure. The lique?ed re 
frigerant then passes through a conduit(s) 27 to an ex 
pansion valve(s) 28 wherein the temperature and pres 
sure of the liquid are reduced. After passing through 
the expansion ‘valve, the refrigerant passes through a 
conduit(s) 30 into the evaporator coil 12 and the cycle 
is repeated. This basic air conditioning cycle is well 
known in the art. - ' 

The air conditioning system continues to function in 
the described manner until the temperature of the re 
frigerant sufficiently cools the ?ns that they reach a 
temperature of 30° to '3 3° F. wherein condensed water 
begins to freeze on the heat exchange means (?ns) and 
on the coil(s). As freezing progresses and more and 
more ice builds up on the heat exchange means the 
pressure drop across the evaporator increases because 
the ice has the effect of cutting the ?ow, reducing the 
passages through which the air can pass. At the same 
time, if the system is properly designed, the air being 
circulated through the system is substantially cooled 
and dehumidi?ed at this time. Most systems are set up 
such that when the pressure drop across the evaporator 
reaches a certain value a switch is activated to alter the 
air conditioning cycle. A conduit or tube 32 is generally 
provided from the exit end of the evaporator to the 
front end of the evaporator to a switch indicated gener 

' ally at 40. It will be understood that the switch could 
also be located at the exit end of the unit and the con 
duit 32 be a bleed on the inlet air pressure. By way of 
example, in one air conditioning system, when the air 
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temperature is about 55°F. the pressure drop across the 
evaporator is approximately one inch of water. How 
ever, when the temperature of the ?ns is approximately 
30° to 33°F, the pressure drop soon reaches a value of 
around 1.25 inches of water. While these numbers vary 
considerably from unit to unit, this is the type of spread 
which is often observed in air conditioning units and 
does indicate that this pressure drop is a useful means 
of turning off the air conditioning cycle and initiating 
a defrost cycle. 
The switch 40 is shown in enlarged view in FIG. 2. 

The switch comprises a housing 42 having an opening 
44 for a pressure conduit from the inlet side of the 
evaporator 10 and a second conduit 46 for inlet of pres 
sure from the outlet side of the evaporator. Also 
mounted within the housing 42 is a movable member, 
for example a diaphragm 48. A resilient means such as 
one or more springs 50 is af?xed to the diaphragm by 
any conventional means, such as a screw 52 and the 
other end is af?xed to a lever 54 by similar suitable 
means. Lever 54 is pivoted about a point 56 and has 
mounted at the other end thereof a contact 58. 
Mounted adjacent to movable contact(s) 58 is a ?xed 
contact(s) 60. 

In the operation of the switch 40 the inlet pressure of 
the air going into the evaporator is constantly applied 
to the upper surface in FIG. 2 of the diaphragm 48. The 
outlet pressure of the evaporator air is applied to the 
lower surface of the diaphragm 48. The spring constant 
of the resilient means (i.e. spring 50) is biased to urge 
diaphragm 48 upward in FIG. 2. 
The inlet pressure P,- acting on the movable member 

(i.e. diaphragm 48) is tending to pivot lever 54 about 
pivot point 56. This action is resisted by spring 50 and 
outlet pressure P0 acting on the lower side of the dia 
phragm. Thus when the outlet pressure P0 drops to a 
certain level, there is no longer sufficient resistance to 
the application of inlet pressure P,, and the lever 54 
pivots about the point 56 and contact 58 engages 
contact 60 as shown in FIG. 3. When this occurs, a re 
lay(s) 62 is activated. 

Relay(s) 62 is conventional in construction including 
a coil 64 and a magnet 66 and a plurality of contacts 
67, 68 and 69. One set of contacts, for example, 67 may 
turn off the fan 70 used to move the air through the 
evaporator or close the air inlet(s) to the evaporator. 
Another contact, for example, 68 may activate a heater 
72 which acts to melt the ice accumulated on heat ex 
change fins 14. 
The defrost cycle will remain on until the thermal 

switch 74 (FIGS. 1 and 2 comprising a thermometer or 
thermocouple) registers a sufficiently high temperature 
to deactivate the contact 76. Switch 74 will then insure 
that contacts 58 and 60 are parted and that lever 54 re 
turns to the position shown in FIG. 2. At the same time, 
relays 62 will activate fan 70 so that air will then again 
?ow through the evaporator and heater 72 turned off. 
The air conditioning cycle will then be repeated. 
The test apparatus of the present invention is indi 

cated generally at 80 and comprises a pump 82 in com 
munication with a reservoir 84 having a valve 83 there 
between. The reservoir by means of conduit 86 is in 
communication with a valve 88. By means of the valve 
88, the pressure from reservoir 84 is applied through 
conduit 90 to pressure gage 92 and through conduit 94 
to inlet 44 and diaphragm 48. Pressure gauge 92 may 
be of conventional construction, for example, as de 
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scribed in US. Pat. No. 2,772,837. Thus, the pressure 
which is applied to diaphragm 48 through conduit 94 
may be read on gauge 92. If the switch 40 is working 
properly at the desired pressure differential, the pres 
sure differential between the two sides of the dia 
phragm will cause lever 54 to pviot about point 56 and 
the contacts 58 and 60 will close. As shown further in 
FIG. 2, a switch indicating means 96 is connected by 
means of lead wires 97 and 98 to output contacts 61 
and 63. A battery 99 or other suitable power source 
may also be included in the circuit. If the pressure dif 
ferential readable on gauge 92 causes the switch 40 to 
operate indicating means 96 will so indicate. For exam 
ple, indicating means 96 may comprise a light. If the 
light does not ?ash or if it ?ashes at a point either above 
or below the designed pressure differential, it will be 
apparent that adjustments in the switch 40 are re 
quired. Alternatively a sounding device, such as a horn, 
could be utilized as the indicating means. 

It will be apparent that the present testing apparatus 
is considerably improved over the prior art method of 
blowing into a water monometer and listening for the 
switch to click. Accuracy of i0.5 inches of water is ob 
tainable with this prior art method if the operator were 
able to hear the click. Often in a ?eld installation the 
power source for the air conditioning unit, such as die 
sel engines and/or generators, make sufficient noise 
that hearing the click is difficult. 
With the test apparatus of the present invention im 

proved accuracy is obtained in testing the defrost 
switch in the area of i 0.1 inches of water or a factor 
of roughly ?ve. 
What is claimed is: 
1. Apparatus for testing a defrost switch in an air con 

ditioning installation comprising: 
a reservoir for containing ?uid pressure; means for 

?lling said reservoir with ?uid pressure; conduit 
means connecting the reservoir with a pressure 
gauge and adapted to connect said reservoir with 
a movable member in an air conditioning system 
which activates a defrost switch; and indicator 
means adapted to be connected to said defrost 
switch indicating the operation of said switch even 
in noisy environments. 

2. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein a resilient 
means urges said movable member out of engagement 
with contacts in said defrost switch. 

3. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein a first 
conduit connects said reservoir with said movable 
member and a second conduit connects said reservoir 
to said pressure gauge. , 

4. Apparatus according to claim 3 wherein a valve is 
provided between said reservoir and a point where said 
?rst and second conduits join. 

5. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said 
means for ?lling said reservoir comprises a pump. 

6. Apparatus according to claim 2 wherein said mov 
able member is a ?exible diaphragm. 

7. Apparatus according to claim 3 wherein the means 
indicating successful operation of said switch is a light. 

8. Apparatus according to claim 3 wherein the means 
indicating successful operation of said switch is a horn. 

9. in an air conditioning system in which the air con 
ditioning unit has a cooling and dehumidifying cycle 
and a defrost cycle and a switch activates the'defrost 
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cycle, the improvement comprising apparatus for test 
ing the operation of said switch including a reservoir 
for containing ?uid pressure; means for ?lling said res 
ervoir with ?uid pressure; conduit means connecting 
said reservoir with a movable member in said air condi 
tioning system which activates said defrost switch and 
with a pressure gauge; and means connected to said de 
frost switch indicating the operation of same. 

10. In an air conditioning system according to claim 
9 wherein a resilient means urges said movable member 
out of engagement with contacts in said defrost switch. 

11. in an air conditioning system according to claim 
9 wherein a ?rst conduit connects said reservoir with 
said movable member and a second conduit connects 
said reservoir to said pressure gauge. 

12. ln an air conditioning system according to claim 
11 wherein a valve is provided between said reservoir 
and a point where said ?rst and second conduits join. 

13. In an air conditioning system according to claim 
9 wherein said means for ?lling said reservoir com 
prises a pump. 

14. In an air conditioning system according to claim 
10 wherein said movable member is a ?exible dia 
phragm. 

15. in an air conditioning system according to claim 
11 wherein the means indicating successful operation 
of said switch is a light. 

16. In an air conditioning system according to claim 
11 wherein the means indicating successful operation 
of said switch is a horn. 

17. In a railway car having an air conditioning system 
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6 
mounted thereon in which the air conditioning unit has 
a cooling and dehumidifying cycle and a defrost cycle 
and a switch activates the defrost cycle, the improve 
ment comprising apparatus for testing the operation’ of 
said switch including a reservoir for containing ?uid » 
pressure, means for ?lling said reservoir with ?uid pres 
sure, conduit means connecting the ?uid pressure with 
a movable member in said air conditioning system 
which activates said defrost switch and with a pressure 
gauge, and means connected to said defrost switch indi 
cating the operation of same. 

18. In a railway car according to claim 17 wherein a 
resilient means urges said movable member out of en 
gagement with contacts in said defrost switch. 

19. In a railway car according to claim 17 wherein a 
?rst conduit connects said reservoir with said movable 
member and a second conduit connects said reservoir 
to said pressure gauge. 

20. In a railway car according to claim 19 wherein a 
valve is provided between said reservoir and a point 
where said ?rst and second conduits join. 

21. In a railway car according to claim 17 wherein 
said means for ?lling said reservoir comprises a pump. 

22. In a railway car according to claim 18 wherein 
said movable member is a ?exible diaphragm. 

23. In a railway car according to claim 19 wherein 
the means indicating successful operation of said 
switch is a light. 

24. in a railway car according to claim 19 wherein 
the means indicating successful operation of said 
switch is a horn. 

* * * * * 


